Progress
n Launched on AEX exchange on Apr. 4th, 2018
On Apr. 4th, 2018, LITEX launched on an crypto exchange called AEX
and opened the LXT/BTC and LXT/CNC trading pairs. The transaction
would be opened on Apr. 8th, 2018, at 11:30 am. LITEX would work
together with AEX to improve the liquidity of LXT, and promote LITEX
to more investors.

n Launched on Huobi Global exchange on Apr. 10th, 2018
LITEX launched on Huobi Global exchange on Apr. 10th, 2018 at 2:00
pm. Huobi Global provides secure and reliable digital asset trading and
asset management services to millions of users in over 130 countries
worldwide. The collaboration with Huobi Global exchange helped
LITEX pave the way to make a influence among investors globally.

n On Apr. 14th, 2018, the Overseas Digital Cryptocurrency
Micropayments Status and Future Development Seminar held by
LITEX was successfully completed
On Apr. 14th, 2018, the Overseas Digital Cryptocurrency Micropayments
Status and Future Development Seminar held by LITEX was successfully
completed. The conference was held in Zhongguancun. Leo and many

blockchain experts discussed the status and future development of digital
cryptocurrency micropayments. He said how digital cryptocurrency was
used in the payment area would be main trend in the future, which
involved not only digital cryptocurrency itself but also how technologies
could be applied in business in an appropriate way. LITEX was a fully
decentralized value exchange ecosystem and paid attention to the
application scenarios of cryptocurrency payment. At the conference, Dr.
Jeffrey Wernick and Professor Lin William Cong gave wonderful speech
and declared to be LITEX’s advisors, which will be beneficial to promote
LITEX’s internationalization and its future development.

n Launched on BTB exchange on Apr. 16th, 2018
LITEX launched on BTB exchange on Apr. 16th, 2018 and opened the
LXT/BTC and LXT/ETH trading pairs. BTB is a global digital asset
trading platform registered in Belarus, providing currency trading,
contracts, big data analysis, digital capital management and other services.
The cooperation with BTB exchange would improve LXT liquidity and
provide better service for investors.

n Established strategic cooperation with Wanchain on Jun.25th,
2018
LITEX established strategic cooperation with Wanchain on Jun.25th,

2018. Wanchain aims to build a 'super financial market' by connecting
distinct digital assets. Its key features are cross-chain interoperability,
privacy, and smart contract functionality. Wanchain connects and
facilitates the transfer of value between different blockchains in a
distributed fashion. As a fully decentralized value exchange ecology
based on layer2 technology, LITEX could provide Wanchain with layer2
network to help Wanchain realize off-chain transaction by accsssing its
mainnet as well as shared blockchain applicable ecology with it. Also,
Wanchain could provide LITEX with more potential investors via its
strong oversea community ecosystem.

n Launched on Fcoin exchange on Jul. 12th, 2018
LITEX launched on Fcoin exchange on Jul.12th, 2018, at 8:00 pm. Fcoin
is a digital asset trading platform and devoted to creating an autonomous,
efficient and transparent digital asset platform that allows traders and
investors to confidently trade on any size . The cooperation with Fcoin
would help LITEX raise the exposure in blockchain industry and improve
the liquidity of LXT .

n Particapted in Wanchain’s trip to Southeast Asia from Jul. 7th to
Jul. 16th.,2018
LITEX particapted in Wanchain’s trip to Southeast Asia from Jul. 7th to

Jul. 16th. The first conference was held in Djakarta of Indonesia, Laura,
LITEX CMO made a speech about the progress of LITEX. On Wanchain’
trip to Southeast Asia, LITEX introduced the bright future of layer 2
technology in the future. LITEX was devoted to exploring the global
market and collaborating with more public chains to build value exchange
ecology of trillions as well as promoting the development of protocol
layer network.

n Launched on New York NASDAQ screen on Aug. 8th, 2018
LITEX launched on New York NASDAQ screen on Aug. 8th and got
much attention from oversea investors. LITEX would enter the oversea
market gradually and provide better service for oversea investors.

n Participated in the 11th international algorithm game theory
seminar on Sep. 14th, 2018
As the only invited project, LITEX participated in the 11th international
algorithm game theory seminar on Sep. 14th, 2018 and talked about the
future of blockchain technology with two Turing Award winners. Qizhi,
Yao pointed out that blockchain network would have multi layers like
traditional Internet and layer2 technology was essential for the
development of blockchain technology.

n Attended the Third Technical Seminar of Data Center Hotspot on
Oct,19th (HotDC 2018)
LITEX was invited to attend the Third Technical Seminar of Data Center
Hotspot on Oct, 19th (HotDC 2018). The conference focused on how to
solve high-performance development problem of data processing. LITEX
would leverage the abundant platform resources of Hotnode to build the
largest layer2 commercial-scale ecology.

n Released testnet at GAEX ‘Chain-go’ meetup -----Shanghai station
on Oct.20th, 2018
LITEX released testnet at GAEX ‘Chain-go’ meetup ----- Shanghai station
on Oct.20th. LITEX CMO Laura introduced functions on testnet v0.2,
which realized cross-chain atomic swap between Bitcoin and ERC20
tokens, distributed fast routing, off-chain scalability, ect. As a project with
strong technical and industrial background, LITEX would work together
with Chinese Academy of Sciences and Yeepay to build the trillion-level
value exchange ecology of layer2 technology globally.

n Established strategic cooperation with Matrix on Oct.15th, 2018
LITEX established strategic cooperation with Matrix on Oct. 15th,2018.
MATRIX AI Network is an intelligent, open-source, new generation
blockchain that aims to solve major challenges currently stifling the

development and adoption of blockchain technology. MATRIX leverages
the latest artificial intelligence (AI) technology to deliver on the promise
of blockchain. LITEX CMO Laura said LITEX was willing to combine its
traditional payment industry background with the public chain technology
of MATRIX to create the new ecosystem of blockchain. LITEX would use
layer2 technology to help MATRIX optimize the ecological construction.
MATRIX would also leverage its strong overeas community ecology to
help LITEX develop its overeas communies and application scenarios.

n Released the testnet v0.2 on Oct.24th, 2018
LITEX released testnet v0.2 on Oct.24th, 2018 and achieved main
achievements. By upgrading the original Lightning Network stack,
LITEX has enabled partial withdrawals, channel expansion and
cross-chain (BTC and ERC20, to start) atomic swaps . Testnet could not
only support ordinary users to operate but also allow developers to create
nodes that could link LITEX nodes. Layer2 technology developed by
LITEX would be significant to realize off-chain transaction, cross-chain
communication, solve the performance limitation of main chain and
connect isolated public chain islands.

n Launched on AEX community and Huobi Chat in mid-November
LITEX launched on AEX community and Huobi Chat in mid-November.

AEX is a global digital assets integrated service platform that integrates
information, community, application, market and digital currency trading.
Huobi Chat is a social network platform in the blockchain era built on the
advantages of social networks of Huobi Group and its global exchange
business, which has launched a new business model as‘socializing is
mining’. The cooperation with AEX community and Huobi Chat would
help LITEX enhance communication with users and help them know
program progress intuitively.

n Launched the first ever commercially applicable layer 2 product
demo at Dapp Ecological Development Summit Forum on Dec.1st
globally
On Dec.1st, LITEX launched the first ever commercially applicable
layer2 product demo globally at the Dapp Ecological Development
Summit Forum. The product was the coin-flipping dapp game based on
Rinkeby of Ethereum. Audience at the scene could experience the
unprecedented smooth experience of Ethereum games: several selected
audience participated in the coin-tossing game and everyone was
allocated with 1eth (Rinkeby test coin) as the starting chip to compete for
the championship within 100 seconds by the hand speed and strategy.
After the fierce competition, 17.52eth (Rinkeby test coin) was generated
by the champion in one minute. Which made great sensation at the scene

and were reported by dapp medias.

n Established strategic cooperation with Imperial Throne on Dec,
20th, 2018
LITEX established strategic cooperation with Imperial Throne on Dec,
20th, 2018. Imperial Throne is one of the first multi-player strategic war
game based on the public blockchain. The strategic cooperation would be
essential for LITEX to promote the commercialization of layer2
technology in the field of dapp games.

n LITEX launched on Bihu platform on Dec.28th, 2018
LITEX launched on Bihu platform on Dec.28th, 2018. Bihu Community
is a platform for crypto investors to share and obtain token investment
information. KEY is the utility token for both Bihu ID and Bihu Community.
LITEX would leverage Bihu’s strong social platform and good
community atmosphere to serve for LITEX fans and improve their
understanding about LITEX.

